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The Facebook question was in-
nocuous enough: “Which of these 
‘odd’ foods have you tried?”

That should be a breeze, I 
thought. I never have shied away 
from trying new foods. If some peo-
ple somewhere in the world eat 
something and like it, I always have 
thought I should at least try it and 
see what it is like.

A billion people in the world eat 
jellyfish and like it. I first tried it 
several years ago, and now the 
number is a billion and one. There 
are so many wonderful foods out 
there, I never have understood why 
people are scared to eat something 
they haven’t had before. This im-
pulse to shy away from unknown 
foods, as common as it is, makes no 
sense to me. If life is an adventure 
— a metaphor I always have ab-
horred — then what could be more 
satisfying than trying new foods?

But I digress. The Facebook test 
listed 100 possible odd or unusual 
foods, and I thought I would have 
tried at least 90 of them. Well, cer-
tainly 80.

My score was a 40. I feel some-
how unmanned.

The first few on the list were a 
breeze: venison, calamari, sushi, 
okra (does anyone actually consid-
er okra “odd”?). The order is deter-
mined by each item’s popularity, 
but the next one was out of order 
because of a fluke in the system 
(I’ve had fluke too, and it isn’t even 
on the list). It threw me for a loop: 
pig brains with scrambled eggs.

I’ve had scrambled eggs. Does 
that count?

But I was back in the running 
with the next bunch, starting with 
rabbit, buffalo, and then crawfish, 
which you pretty much have to eat 
if you’ve ever been to Louisiana. 
Anchovies (love it), octopus (ditto), 
frog legs (not bad), caviar (you bet). 
Been there, ate that.

I was a little shocked at how few 
people have tried swordfish or es-
cargot or especially sweetbreads, 
which are one of the most divine 
foods ever and are not what you 
think.

According to the list, the most 
unusual foods I have tried include 
chicken feet (quite good when done 
right) and cow intestines (well, 
they’re not as bad as you think). 
The next is listed as “kasava,” which 
might be why so few people select-
ed it — the list’s creator has some 
spelling issues and he undoubtedly 
meant cassava. More people have 
probably had cassava than they 
know; if you’ve ever had tapioca, 
you’ve had cassava. Next comes jel-
lyfish. The least frequently tried 
food on the list that I have had is 
stingray, which is terrific but not 
widely available.

And what foods have somehow 
escaped me? Squirrel, moose, and 
bear are three of the most popular 
ones, and I don’t think I have ever 
encountered any of them on a plate. 
The same goes for whale, kangaroo, 
and zebra.

More than 6,700 people say they 
have eaten a “nanner sandwich w/
PB & mayo,” which I take to mean a 
peanut butter and banana sand-
wich with mayonnaise. I’m good 
with the peanut butter and banana 
— it’s a classic combination — but 
why would you ruin it by adding 
mayo? I’ve eaten bone marrow, 
tripe, foie gras, and haggis, but I 
won’t do that. Nor will I try salami 
roll-up with marshmallow creme 
or butterscotch pudding with dill 
pickles. Obviously, the guy who 
compiled the list ran out of actual 
foods and just started making stuff 
up.

The three items on the list that 
were eaten by the fewest people 
were musk ox, broxy, and slink. I 
don’t even want to know what 
broxy is; I can’t find a definition for 
it anywhere and I’m not at all cer-
tain it exists despite the 29 people 
who swear they have eaten it. Slink 
would be a calf that was born pre-
maturely; 22 folks, so far, claim 
they have tried it.

It seems vaguely unethical to me 
to eat slink, so in the unlikely event 
I find it on a menu somewhere I will 
give it a pass. But a plate of, say, 
duck heart or bear or moose? Bring 
it on.

Just don’t serve it with peanut 
butter and mayo.

Contact Daniel Neman at 

dneman@theblade.com or 

419-724-6155.

FOOD & NUTRITION

A lot left 
to sample 
on life’s menu

By DANIEL NEMAN
BLADE FOOD EDITOR

Y
ou’ve got sunshine, good friends, and a grill.

All you need now is an excuse for a party.
Why not try a burger cook-off? It’s fun, it’s easy, and it’s a great ex-

cuse to drink beer in the sun.

DANIEL NEMAN

You don’t drink beer? That’s OK, a burger 
cook-off isn’t really about the beer. It isn’t even 
about the burgers. But the burgers are the moti-
vation that draws everyone together, the theme 
that provides the excuse for the get-together. 
And a little culinary competition is always fun 
as long as no one takes it too seriously.

It’s just burgers.
As its name implies, a burger cook-off is a 

backyard contest to determine who can make 
the best hamburger. If you’re the host, it will be 
up to you to provide the prizes, but they can be 
modest — some barbecue tools for second place, 

say, and maybe a whimsical apron for third.
First place could be something a little more 

substantial, if you have the money for it, but don’t 
make it too desirable or the fun will get swal-
lowed up by the competition. A trophy would be 
nice, especially a silly trophy: One burger cook-
off awards a handmade foam-rubber hat in the 
shape of a hamburger that is passed down from 
year to year, from winner to winner. It’s more 
than a little tacky, sure, but that is part of its 
charm and the winners receive it with goofy 
smiles and a little pride.

See BURGER, Page 6
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WASHINGTON — Sprouts might 
not be as healthy as you thought. 
Now implicated in an outbreak that 
has killed 31 people and sickened 
nearly 3,100 in Europe, they are a fre-
quent culprit in foodborne illness.

Though they add a nice crunch and 
are loaded with protein and vitamins, 
they can carry a real risk. The U.S. 

government recommends that the 
very young, elderly, pregnant, and 
others with compromised immune 
systems stay away from raw sprouts 
completely and that anyone who eats 
sprouts cook them first. Federal offi-
cials go so far as to recommend that 
people ask that raw sprouts not be 
added to their food at restaurants.

Sprouts are a health 
risk, U.S. officials say

E-COLI

ASSOCIATED PRESS

Investigators determined that locally grown vegetable sprouts, such 
as these bean sprouts are the cause of the European E. coli outbreak. See SPROUTS, Page 2
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